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ABSTRACT

In multi-vendor T&E systems, a single hardware vendor cannot anticipate the dependencies on
the settings from hardware manufactured by other vendors, or the systemic constraints that are
specific to a particular customer. The T&E community has recognized the fact that MDL and
TMATS XML are not sufficient to address this problem alone, and that there is a need for a separate,
constraints language. Constraints written in such a language can be validated by a third party
validation engine, without relying on any particular vendor’s software. To this end, we developed
the concept of TACL, a candidate for the standard constraint language, and demonstrated it with
a reference implementation of a TACL engine integrated with the iNET System Manager. In this
paper, we argue that this integration should be standardized in the form of a Validation Protocol in
order to turn the existing system into a loosely-coupled, standards-based architecture.

INTRODUCTION

Recently developed network telemetry standards and their reference implementations have brought
the possibility of configuring multi-vendor T&E systems entirely with vendor-independent third-
party tools. As the standards developed under the iNET [1] program are quickly gaining popularity
in the community, the first reference implementation of the iNET System Manager has been
successfully demonstrated to configure a cross-vendor configuration. While the availability of
this tool is a major milestone, it does not yet solve all the challenges related to building such
systems.

In cross-vendor systems, a single vendor alone cannot provide software that would anticipate the
following:

• Dependencies on the settings from devices from other vendors, e.g. timing constraints
imposed by one device affecting the timing of another one

• Systemic constraints that refer to the entire multi-vendor system and may be specific to a
particular customer, e.g.:
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Figure 1: Constraints-based Validation of Cross-Vendor T&E Configurations

– Limitations on the total bandwidth, weight, or power usage
– Requirement to use globally unique values for some properties, e.g. Role ID
– Requirement for some values not to be reused outside a specific scope, e.g. prohibiting

an RF MAC from being reused across different Radio Access Networks

Thus, in order to fully validate a cross-vendor configuration, both the systemic and the device-
specific constraints must be captured and processed, ideally in one place. Unfortunately, vendors do
not expose the constraints of their devices in a formal language. Instead, they hardcode them into
their proprietary configuration software that is shipped with the hardware. For all these reasons,
there is a need for a standard constraint language that can be used to formally express and then
process all kinds of constraints, outside any vendor’s software. Towards this end, we have proposed
the TACL [2] constraints language derived from W3C’s SHACL [3] standard. We implemented a
constraints validation engine that can apply TACL constraints to configurations expressed in MDL
[4] and TMATS XML [5]. The benefits of this approach are manifold [2], and the T&E community
is largely in agreement that it should be standardized.

Figure 1 shows a high-level architecture of a vendor-independent system capable of configuring
cross-vendor T&E configurations. Other than the hardware system, there are two major software
components:

• iNET System Manager — a comprehensive tool for configuring all TmNS hardware, including
instrumentation hardware and radios, using MDL. This includes health/status monitoring and
situational awareness.

• TACL Validation Engine — a service that validates the current state of the configuration
managed by the System Manager against a set of TACL constraints pertaining to the configured
devices and to the entire system.

While the interaction between the System Manager and the T&E hardware is fully standardized
under the iNET program, the interaction between the two software components, termed Validation
Protocol, is not and is the primary subject of this paper. Assuming that TACL will become the
standard language for expressing constraints, the Validation Protocol is the last puzzle piece to
turn the entire architecture into a truly vendor-independent, loosely-coupled, standards-based T&E
configuration system.

One could argue that the validation engine should simply become internal part of the System
Manager as it would certainly simplify the architecture. However, the loose-coupling has many
benefits:
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• The System Manager may be independently implemented by different organizations to accom-
modate custom workflows and user-interface expectations. Regardless of the implementation,
any standards-compliant System Manager could leverage one of the existing validation
engines, instead of developing it in-house, and maintaining it as the constraints language
evolves.

• Vendors of the different implementations of the validation engine can compete in terms of
performance, cost, or platform requirements, etc., reducing the overall cost of the system.

• Vendors can quickly adopt the new constraints standard by integrating an existing third-party
validation engine with their configuration software. If possible, hardware vendors try to
avoid additional software development due to its cost. By leveraging the loosely-coupled
architecture, their software can quickly become TACL-compliant with minimal effort.

• The System Manager may run multiple instances of the validation engine. In this way, vendors
have the option of creating their own validation engine module, in cases where constraint
logic depends on business rules that are not easily extracted from existing software. Each
engine separately receives and evaluates progress messages, and can independently determine
whether devices in their spheres are satisfied.

VIStology and SwRI have successfully realized the architecture presented in Figure 1. SwRI’s
reference implementation of the iNET System Manager was integrated with VIStology’s TACL
Validation Engine, xVISor, and demonstrated at the 2018 International Telemetry Conference [6].
The remainder of this paper is focused on how this integration was implemented, the lessons learned,
and recommendations for the standardization of the validation protocol.

INTEGRATION CHALLENGES

When designing the validation protocol between xVISor and the System Manager, several important
aspects must be taken into consideration (c.f. Figure 2), in particular:

• Configuration state representation. The Validation Engine must have access to the current
state of the configuration (a snapshot) managed by the System Manager before running the
actual validation process. It is highly unlikely that both the engine and the implementation
of the System Manager will utilize the same technology or data structures to represent the
snapshot. It is safe to assume that each component leverages a different proprietary in-memory
data model and that these differences must be accounted for in the protocol, i.e. the protocol
should not assume they are the same.

• Constraints language alignment. The language of the constraints must be vendor-independent
and aligned with the MDL/TMATS standards in order to be accepted by the community. Our
proposed language, TACL, is aligned with a semantic MDL/TMATS model derived directly
from the MDL/TMATS XML schema and its documentation in text. The validation engine
must be able to apply such constraints to its internal data model representing the configuration
state.
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Figure 2: Architectural challenges for developing the validation protocol

• MDL support. Any implementation of the iNET System Manager will support the import
and export of the configuration in the MDL XML format, standardized by RCC. In order to
do that, the tool must align the MDL schema to its internal data structures, which can be an
expensive step for very large MDL files.

• Validation processing time. The initial implementation of VIStology’s xVISor was built
under the assumption that the end-user building a configuration would occasionally click a
Validate button and wait for the engine to carry out the validation. In some situations (e.g.
from the ground processing perspective) this is an acceptable behavior and the engine may
be allowed to run in a batch mode for a noticeable time. However, from the instrumentation
perspective, users building a configuration expect a nearly instant feedback upon a single
value change in the UI. In fact, any noticeable lag behind the user’s UI actions would turn the
validation service into a hindrance rather than a useful service.

• Meaningful reports. Ultimately, the users running the validation engine need to be able to
make sense of the validation errors produced by the engine. While it may be tempting to
simply point to a line of code where the error originates (as it does in software development
environments), it is not even clear which code it should refer to. The engine holds its own
state representation and pointing directly to it would not make any sense outside. Another
consideration would be to point to a line of code in the MDL document representing the
configuration, but this is not a good solution either. Not only the MDL document would have
to be first exported from the tool, but also the user would likely not be even aware of the MDL
data structures underneath the graphical interface they use for building the configuration.
What the users expect is a form of an UI alert with a textual description of what is wrong with
the configuration, and which constraints were violated.

In summary, the development of a standard validation protocol should resolve the following issues:
1) the engine and the system manager rely on non-standard and different data models to represent
the current configuration, 2) the constraints are written in a language aligned with the MDL/TMATS
schema, 3) the two components can import/export MDL/TMATS XML but it can take a long time
to parse and convert it to internal data models, 4) the users are likely to expect the validation to be
performed nearly instantly upon a change in the configuration, and finally 5) the validation reports
must be properly interpreted by the manager so they can be showed in the UI in a user-friendly
fashion.
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Figure 3: Relying on the MDL/TMATS import/export mechanism to update configuration state.

UPDATING THE CONFIGURATION STATE

A lot of the challenges listed above stem from the loose coupling between the engine and the manager,
and from the fact that different data models are at play — internally by the two components, but also
the MDL/TMATS schema against which the constraints are developed. Since the user is directly
interacting with the System Manager, the validation engine must somehow follow changes in the
configuration and respond to them by producing a validation report. Thus, it is critical to establish
the means for updating the state of the configuration managed by the engine. Two approaches to
achieving this goal have been considered and compared.

Relying on MDL/TMATS Import/Export. The most straightforward means for the exchange of
the configuration state is to rely on the MDL Import/Export mechanism (cf. Figure 3). In this
approach, upon any change initiated by the user, the entire configuration is exported by the manager
to a MDL/TMATS XML document and passed to the engine for validation. The engine must
parse the document and build its internal data model, apply the constraints, produce the report and
pass it back to the manager. The biggest benefit of this approach is that the currently existing
configuration software must be already MDL/TMATS compliant and it is highly likely that the
export capability is already implemented. Thus, in order to integrate an existing configuration
software with a third-party TACL engine, one would only have to implement processing of the
validation reports. The major downside of this approach is that, in practice, it does not scale. For
large complex configurations, MDL/TMATS export alone can take a long time, which compounded
by the additional import step on the engine’s part, would quickly lead to performance issues. As
explained above, while this could be acceptable in a batch-processing mode, it would not work in
situations when the users are interacting with the UI and expect an immediate feedback from the
validation engine.

Relying on a notification-based system. An alternative approach is to rely on small notifications
that carry a minimal amount of information required to convey the change made by the user (cf.
Figure 4). In this approach, configuration software must expose some form of a configuration
change API or a protocol, and upon user changes, push notifications to a registered validation engine.
The engine, once subscribed, parses the incoming notifications, updates its internal data model
to reflect the change, applies the constraints and produces a report. Effectively, the engine’s data
model is efficiently synchronized with that of the manager’s. The size of the notification message is
independent of the size of the entire configuration — each time it carries information about a single
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Figure 4: Relying on a notification-based system to update configuration state.

change only. Thus, this solution scales well with the size of the configuration, and the performance
is expected to be acceptable in both the batch and the interactive mode. In order to integrate an
existing configuration software with a TACL engine using this approach, the vendor must expose
the changes via a notification system. It is highly unlikely that a similar mechanism is not already
internally implemented to react to user interactions with the UI.

In summary, the notification-based approach to conveying the configuration state, while demanding
some development effort on the part of the configuration manager, is expected to yield the desired
performance characteristics. Thus, it is preferred over the integration based on importing and
exporting MDL/TMATS XML files.

REDIS-BASED INTEGRATION

At the 2018 ITC conference, VIStology successfully demonstrated an integration of the xVISor
TACL Engine with the SwRI’s reference implementation of the iNET System Manager [2]. In-
ternally, the manager leverages Redis [7] as a middleware for the communication between its
internal components (cf. Figure 5). Nothing in its design prevented using the same bus for the
communication with external components. In fact, because Redis is network-based and agnostic of
the implementation language or the operating system, it can be used for communication between
components residing on separate machines. Because it was already available and in order to ex-
pedite the integration effort, Redis was chosen as the underlying framework for implementing the
notification-based system (described above).

The manager publishes the following configuration change events for the validation engine:

• Project opened — the user opens a new project. This is the largest notification, which contains
the dump of entire project. All notifications below are made in reference to this structure.

• Object added — a new entity is added by the user, e.g. a new device.
• Object updated — a change was made to an entity, e.g. role ID of a network node.
• Object deleted — an entity was deleted by the user, e.g. existing device.
• Global added — an entity was added to the project structure, e.g. RAN.

Performance. The processing time for the first notification depends on the size of the configuration
managed by the project, because the components must essentially perform import/export of the
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Figure 5: Redis-based integration of VIStology’s xVISor TACL Engine with SwRI’s implementation of the
iNET System Manager, demonstrated at ITC’18.

entire configuration. Any lag incurred by this step should be acceptable by the user as it is performed
infrequently and takes some time regardless of the presence of a validation engine. The processing
time of the remaining four notifications does not depend on the size of the configuration, and in
our experiments, met the user expectations. In fact, changes made in the UI were almost instantly
reflected by validation messages.

Data model alignment. Because the Redis notifications were designed for communication between
internal components, some assumptions were made about the underlying data model, which is not
MDL but a relational database (RDB) that closely resembles MDL in structure (as it is used to
generate MDL), but contains additional metadata used in project creation. These differences had
to be accounted for in xVISor because the TACL constraints are meant to target the MDL graph
model (derived directly from the schema) and not a proprietary data model. For instance, each entity
in the System Manager’s data model includes a GUID, or a globally unique ID. When a change
notification is pushed, it refers to this GUID, e.g. a property “abc” of the object with GUID “xyz”
was changed to some new value. These GUID’s are not part of the MDL schema, but xVISor keeps
track of them in order to properly associate the updates with the right nodes in the graph.

Controlling the validation process. System Manager users can disable or enable validation for
any subset of entities currently being configured. For instance, if the user triggers validation for
the entity “RAN1”, all of its sub-elements (e.g. DAU’s) are marked for validation as well. When a
validation is enabled or disabled, appropriate notification is published via Redis, informing xVISor
of the list of entities that should be subject to validation. This feature is particularly useful when
building a new configuration and there is no need to run validation before the basic structure is in
place and the configuration is assumed not to be valid yet.

Validation reports. For each entity currently being marked for validation, xVISor can specify
its validation status: Good, Warning, or Bad, along with a validation message that should come
from the respective constraints that were violated. Any change in the configuration results in a
change notification, which triggers validation in xVISor and results in a set of validation reports
that correspond to each entity currently marked for validation. If no constraint was violated for a
given entity, its status is marked as Good. In addition, for a brief moment before a validation is first
executed, the status is marked as Unknown to indicate that the entity has not been validated yet.
Each constraint specifies a related severity and message, but the same entity may violate multiple
constraints. For this reason, validation messages are collated by xVISor into one message with the
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worst severity, making a single report per entity.

LESSONS LEARNED & RECOMMENDATIONS

A lot has been learned in the process of developing the integration code between xVISor and the
System Manager:

• The Redis-based notifications too closely resembled the manager’s internal data structures,
making the integration more tightly-coupled.

• The manager had no way of knowing whether xVISor was currently running or not (note that
they were deployed on separate machines and operating systems). Status of the engine could
be reflected in the UI by enabling/disabling the validation option depending on the engine’s
presence.

• If the user opened a project in the manager, and only after that started xVISor, the latter would
not have access to the project dump, which was only pushed upon opening a project. The
same situation would happen if the connection was lost and then reestablished.

• Currently, xVISor loads the constraints that are located in some pre-configured local directory.
Moving forward, the manager should send the constraints to the engine upon establishing a
connection. This could be even further specialized to sending only those constraints that are
system-wide or pertain to those entities that are marked for validation.

The integration effort led to the realization that the Validation Protocol between the TACL constraints
engine and the iNET System Manager should be standardized within the RCC community. This is
the last piece of the puzzle that is missing in the landscape of standards enabling a truly loosely
coupled T&E configuration system, where individual components can be independently replaced to
serve the user’s needs.

The following is a list of recommendations for the development of the TACL Validation Proto-
col:

• The protocol should rely on a notification-based system for conveying configuration state
changes.

• The change notifications must be independent of any proprietary data model and refer solely
to MDL/TMATS.

• The protocol should include a heartbeat mechanism so that the manager can track the status
of the validation engine and appropriately respond to it, e.g. enable/disable validation options,
or send a dump of the currently edited configuration when the connection is (re)established.

• The protocol should allow the manager to control the set of TACL constraints that are validated
by the engine so that only the relevant constraints are considered, i.e. those that apply to the
currently edited configuration.

• The validation reports must include sufficient information for the manager to locate the invalid
data points, but without referring to any proprietary data models.
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